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GLOBAL COMPLIANCE AND REPORTING SERVICES
Gaining visibility and confidence in managing your global opportunities and risk
Instead of juggling dozens of different providers in markets
scattered around the world, you can manage your entire global
compliance needs through a dedicated U.S.-based team. This
provides you with direct access to a proven global network
in over 110 countries with more than 37,000 professionals
wherever you do business.
Succeeding in a global economy means having the agility to
pursue opportunities in any market. Operating in the global
market not only expands your business growth opportunities,
it also exponentially increases your compliance and reporting
demands. This presents real risks that you should be aware of.
Inaccurate reporting and inconsistent oversight can expose
your business to potential risks and unexpected costs or results
that you want to know about. Missed global filings can translate
to substantial fines or halt to operations in important markets.
Executives and directors can even face personal exposure for
compliance failures.
Statutory audits, international tax requirements, financial
reporting, employment compliance, expansion considerations—
for many companies, successfully managing these challenges
means trying to coordinate with multiple service providers
in each market where you operate. Other companies may
attempt to manage these tasks in-house using resources that
are not likely local country subject matter experts. RSM’s global
compliance and reporting services (GCRS) approach offers you
a more integrated solution to either of these scenarios.
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A centralized solution to a world of challenges
Instead of referring you to an ad hoc mix of providers, RSM
offers you a single point of contact—becoming your global
partner. RSM is focused on helping internationally active
companies, like you, effectively manage the full spectrum of
reporting and compliance concerns. Our dedicated team will
invest the time and effort to fully understand your business
and your global strategy. And our GCRS approach for your
organization is supported by our dedicated, U.S.-based global
project management office (gPMO) team.
The gPMO boasts proven project management capabilities and
tools, including our proprietary Global Tracker software, which
gives you access and visibility to all the global activity, people,
documentation and deliverables you need. And it connects you
directly to the RSM International network—37,000 people in
over 110 countries as needed for where you do business.

Proven relationships, proven results
Our dedicated team works every day with our member firms
around the world helping organizations meet their global
challenges. No matter what market you’re operating in, take
comfort in knowing those teams already know the intricacies of
the tax, accounting and compliance issues you will face.
Instead of having to scramble on your own to manage a
disparate list of strangers, you’ll be working with a dedicated
team of professionals with proven relationships—they are your
resource and will be easy to access.

Whether you’re making your first inroads overseas or are
already operating in numerous foreign markets, we can help you
build a customizable solution that works for you. RSM’s GCRS
approach already effectively serves numerous companies
ranging in size from $50 million to over $90 billion in annual
global revenues.

A solution that grows with you
As you move to explore new opportunities in new markets,
you can act with confidence knowing that you already have
the infrastructure in place to help you address your global
requirements and risks.
But the power of RSM’s GCRS doesn’t stop there. We know
compliance and reporting isn’t your only international concern.
Maybe a merger or acquisition is on the horizon. Maybe you
need local, regional or global IT advice, risk management,
transfer pricing or tax planning help. The same team that you
work with to access our powerful network of global resources
will work to connect you with the right resources to address
any of your strategic business challenges.
Our GCRS approach comes down to understanding—your
business, your global strategy and how you want to be served.
Understanding that transparency, access and accountability
are better than a roster of strangers scattered across the globe.
We know that the burden of global compliance shouldn’t be a
roadblock to your global growth.
That’s the power of RSM. The power of being understood.®

Global organization
challenges

The RSM difference

Focused attention on
global compliance

Dedicated project
management team

Clearly defined,
centralized process

Global Tracker provides
data, documentation,
and milestones in a
single, user-friendly
environment

Access to expertise

Centralized approach
to accessing key local
SMEs across RSMI and
third parties

Control and visibility

Continuous monitoring
and focused coordination
to keep your global
requirements in good
standing and top-of-mind

Global Tracker is your window to the world
RSM’s Global Tracker is a proprietary Web-based project
management tool and repository that gives you real-time
access and visibility into all your global compliance activity. You
can access the status of any country at any time, manage any
open items or issues, and check your progress against key
performance indicators. Global Tracker is your online global
compliance dashboard, letting you check at a glance what other
companies would have to spend hours on the phone collecting
from dozens of sources.
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